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Bob KD1YC Built a Wave Machine
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Photo Curtesy of Frank W1AD
Long time Green Mountain Wireless Society member Bob,
KD1YC, built a wave machine to demonstrate for the Monday
night Technicians class how radio waves are generated and the
portion used by hams.. Bob says he designed the original wave
generator using tongue depressors and thumb tacks (this writer
is surprised that being a long time Vermonter there was no Duck
Tape involved!) He then set about building the larger more
impressive version. As with all new ideas, it turns out a little
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help was needed from a student to complete the demonstration. This one comes under the heading of, “Gee I
wish I had seen that!” The
machine nicely demonstrates how radio waves are generated
and are related to sine-waves in a visual manner for students to
see.
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Prez-Sez
February 2019

CQ CQ CQ...fellow amateur radio enthusiasts!

Forest N1BBQ

I hope all this snow has not been too hard on your backs and antennas. I also hope that
you have found time to settle down in front of the glow of an old tube amp, and have a QSO with someone
from warmer parts of the globe!
As many of you know it's robot season for me, so my apologies for not making the Monday night nets!
I'm working on arranging some presentations for our spring meetings. I've had some requests for some more
DMR programming help, and I still plan to work on the ELK-Log Satellite antennas as the weather warms.
If anyone has any other ideas or knows someone who would be a good presenter, let me know!
Very special thanks to our previous Prez Tim, WA1VT, for re-establishing our ARRL Service Club Status! It can be a very involved job to document the club’s various service endeavors. Thanks as well to
Frank, W1AD, for noticing the lapse.
QRT for now, I'll see everyone at the next meeting. We will also meet for the regular ‘Rag-CHEW!!’ premeeting at Denny’s (around 5 PM)
Forest N1BBQ, President GMWS

FEB/MAR 2019 GMWS ARES NET CONTROL SCHEDULE:
The GMWS ARES Net is held Monday evenings starting at 7:30 PM on the 147.045 repeater (+/600 kHz, PL=100Hz). Please check the schedule to see if a given net is for training, or “rag chew.”
Note you can also find the complete ARES Net Control Pre-Amble on the GMWS web site at:
www.gmws.net. Anyone can print it and follow along!
FEB 3

Forest N1BBQ

TR

FEB 10

Calvin W1CLG

RC

FEB 17

Scott W1SBW

TR

FEB 24

Zach K1ZK

RC

MAR 4

Steve w1SFR

RC

MAR 11

Ann Mary AB1CH

TR

MAR 18

Ben KC1HHE

RC

MAR 25

Forest N1BBQ

TR

We are lucky to have a number of Net Control Operators but as the summer season comes upon us we could use a few
“Floating” Operators to cover for times when regular operators are away or need a break. Please Contact Forest N1BBQ
ATT ALL NC OPERATORS: Please send list of your check in’s Callsign & Name to: Prez Forest N1BBQ - TechieForest@gmail.com
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TEN YEARS AGO AT GMWS
In 2009 GMWS met at the CAP building at the Rutland Airport. President John Gladding
N1HLG-SK was leading discussion about setting up the GMWS Education Fund in memory of Deb
Woodbridge NN1C-SK. This was to be an on-going education and licensing fund for new and
fledgling hams. The now-in-Burlington “Milton Hamfest” was in the works. Will other hamfests
improve this event or detract from it?
Fox hunting saw a commemorative stamp issued in S. Korea in 2009 celebrating ARDF (Amateur Radio Direction
Finding). There were in 2008 some 450 participants from 28 countries competing in Korea. Finding a hidden transmitter is the object of “fox finding” or fox hunting. Team USA had 4 top ten finishes in 2008 in the World Championships. This is a combination of orienteering and fox hunting over wooded terrain. It is governed by international rules
under the International Amateur Radio Union (IARU).
There was a story about discovering and fixing “Ditters” on 40 meters. Please think dit-dah. Hams were hearing
many dits on 40 meters in Ohio from time to time. One ham called the assistant section manager. These dits came
from a certain “target area” but were just above the noise level. The Official Observer was part of this and had worked
on establishing the target area. With a list of 172 names and addresses a team went to the area and indeed heard the
dits now up around S9 instead of down around S2 and S3. The stronger signal allowed the team to be more precise.
They enlisted a neighbor’s help in reaching the most likely ham at work and he guided them in entering his house.
His rig was still on and they concluded that the cat snuggled up to the warmth of the power supply and pressed the dit
side of the paddle keyer. They turned the rig off and later ceased to hear any dits. Hams had stepped up to cooperate
on fixing a problem.
Compiled by Jeff Freeman N1YTY

Inside the Edited Mind?
Writing a monthly newsletter can be distracting. Especially if like myself, you are easily distracted and interested in many different things.
For example this month Jeff mentioned a Fox Hunting Commemorative
Stamp in S. Korea. Well, not even finishing his article I wondered if I
could find a likeness of the stamp. What did we ever do before Google?
On to the story of the “Ditters!” Oh yes, The cat who assaulted the 40meter band with spurious emissions... Has Frank, W1AD, et al (***See
PG #6 For more on THAT!) gotten to that part of the new Tech class yet? Or, is that spelt correctly? Off to the internet
and Bing brought up a definition from Wikipedia: A spurious emission is any radio frequency not deliberately created or
transmitted, especially in a device which normally does create other frequencies. A harmonic or other signal outside a
transmitter's assigned channel would be considered a spurious emission. For some reason I have always thought the
name/word a bit comical.
Then, “https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wili/Spurious_emission” pops up with: From Yahoo Answers; A strong enough
front end overload field may produce spurious signals in the receiver which may cause interference . Spurious signals"
means some of that energy which wasn't actually supposed to be in your channel makes it through the filters as if it were
in the channel. Of course that is only the start of that search result... More than you ever thought you wanted to know.
But, yes, that is what my old scanner did if I did not turn it off while speaking on the .045! Guilty!!!
Do you give an IOTA? Now there is one I have not heard in a while and wonder if it is even a real word? Actually I
had seen an acronym for Islands On The Air! A popular radio sport I thought would make an interesting article for Key
Klicks. https://www.iota-world.org/ & https://www.rsgbcc.org/hf/iota.shtml It did not take me long to decide there is a
lot more to that than I would be able to discern and still have time to get this newsletter off to print on time.
Still it left an IOTA of wondering; “Hmmm , is that really a word?” Sure enough it is a word: iota - Dictionary Definition : Vocabulary.com; iota. If you don't care one iota about something, it means you don't care about it even one

little bit. An iota is something very small. An iota is the smallest letter of the Greek alphabet.
https://www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/iota
But again I come to find I was not in a place I thought I ought to be!
Continued PG #6 INSIDE:
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Green Mountain Wireless Society Minutes
Green Mountain Wireless Society
Regular meeting minutes 8-Janruary-2019
NeighborWorks building 110 Marble St. West Rutland Vt.
Meeting called to order at 19:01 with 19 members and 1 guest present.
Pledge of allegiance and introductions around the room
Motion to approve minutes as printed in Key Klicks. Moved and seconded, Approved.
Secretary Report Caid W1CX: No report
Treasurer Report Rick N1UF: We are solvent
Vice President Report Rich WB2RUM: The new website should be ready as soon as months end.
President Report Forest N1BBQ: See new business:
Welcome to the new location! If we don’t like it we can go back to the Community room at the Rutland police department.
Class update: 11 student’s students range in age and with this new group of budding hams, hopefully they will flower by
spring! Thanks again to the CAP for letting us use the classroom and thanks to GMWS members Gerry WY2Y and Calvin W1CLG who are also members of the CAP for letting us in and out and also for their contributions to the class!
Still looking for net control op's. If interested in working as a net control station contact either Ann Mary AB1CH or Forest N1BBQ.
NEARfest!! Forest N1BBQ is looking to get a group of people to go in May the dates are May 3rd and 4th. If interested
get ahold of Forest N1BBQ.
Field day is June 21-22-23. Time to reserve the field again!
January 26-27 is winter field day!!! Any interest in competing? If you’re reading this, you already missed it… Get it
together W1CX………. (Eye roll emoji)
Hamcon is February 23rd at the holiday inn in South Burlington. Always worth attending. The forum schedule hasn’t
been announced as of this writing but Mitch W1SJ always has very interesting and informative forums.
Swap meet in Springfield VT on February 2nd. Springfield VFW Post771 191 River Road Springfield VT 05156. Cvfma.org for information and the talk in frequency is the Mt Ascutney repeater 146.760 (-) offset with a 110.9 tone. They
will also be on the Vermont talk group on DMR.
LobsterCom is July 13-14 this year. QRP.me is the website for information. Rex W1REX puts on an excellent event that
many of our members go to every year.
A motion was made to print our usual ad in Mitch W1SJ’s repeater directory if it goes to print this year. The motion was
moved and seconded with all in attendance in favor.
Meeting adjourned @ 19:35
Respectfully submitted by GMWS secretary Caid W1CX
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Cloning knobs for vintage test equipment Knobs!
Page last updated on: Tuesday, January 22, 2019
Shiny candy-colored knobs! The last stand of skeuomorphism is smart light switches! Everyone loves knobs,
but when you’re dealing with vintage equipment with a missing knob, the odds of replacing it are slim to none.
That’s what happened to [Wesley Treat] when he picked up a vintage Philco tube tester. The tester looked great, but a
single knob for a rotary switch was missing. What to do? Clone some knobs! You only need some resin and a little bit
of silicone.
The process of copying little bits of plastic or bakelite is fairly standard and well-tread territory. Go to Michaels
or Hobby Lobby, grab some silicone and resin, make a box, put your parts down, cover them in silicone, remove the
parts, then put resin in.
For simple parts, and parts with flat bottoms like knobs, this works great. However, there’s something weird
about the knob on this old Philco tube tester. Firstly, it doesn’t fit a standard 1/4 inch shaft — it’s a bit bigger. There’s
also no set screw. Instead, this knob has a stamped spring aligning it with the flat part of the D-shaft in this rotary
switch. This means a copy of this knob wouldn’t be useful to anyone else, and that no other knob would work with this
tube tester.
However, a bit of clever engineering would make a copy of this knob fit the existing switch. Once the resin was
cured, [Wesley] drilled out the hole, then sanded a dowel down to fit into the flat of the D-shaft. It took a little kergiggering, but the knob eventually fit onto one of the rotary switches. Not bad for a few bucks in silicone and resin.
You can check out the entire build process below.
https://hackaday.com/2019/01/20/cloning-knobs-for-vintage-testing-equipment/
• Our thanks to Stephen, G7VFY for spotting this item
Copied from Web page at: http://www.southgatearc.org/news/2019/january/cloning-knobs-for-vintage-testequipment.htm?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%

FUN WITH HAM RADIO LOCATION GRID SQUARES!
Can You find your Grid Square Locator? How about an out of state friend’s
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Inside: Turns out Iota’s are also a form of digital currency which is soon to take over and replace the Bitcoin currency ? Will Iota be the most dominant coin in the future? https://www.reddit.com/r/IOTAmarkets/
comments/954sei/will_iota_be_the_most_dominant_coin_in_the_future/ And here I am, only a bit closer to completing this newsletter; but, I hope you enjoyed a glimpse into a crazy editors recipe for what I am told is a successful newsletter called Key Klicks. Thank you to all who have sent kind words. Ed: Ann Mary AB1ch (PS

Continued from Pg # 3

Radio Waves
Uses of Radio Waves :
The prime purpose of radio is to convey information from one place to another through the intervening media (i.e., air,
space, nonconducting materials) without wires. Besides being used for transmitting sound and television signals, radio
is used for the transmission of data in coded form. In the form of radar it is used also for sending out signals and picking up their reflections from objects in their path. Long-range radio signals enable astronauts to communicate with the
earth from the moon and carry information from space probes as they travel to distant planets. For navigation of ships
and aircraft the radio range, radio compass (or direction finder), and radio time signals are widely used. Radio signals
sent from global positioning satellites can also be used by special receivers for a precise indication of position. Digital
radio, both satellite and terrestrial, provides improved audio clarity and volume. Various remote-control devices, including rocket and artificial satellite operations systems and automatic valves in pipelines, are activated by radio signals. The development of the transistor and other microelectronic devices led to the development of portable transmitters and receivers. Cellular and cordless telephones are actually radio transceivers. Many telephone calls routinely are
relayed by radio rather than by wires; some are sent via radio to relay satellites. Some celestial bodies and interstellar
gases emit relatively strong radio waves that are observed with radio telescopes composed of very sensitive receivers
and large directional antennas.
https://www.quora.com/What-are-some-examples-of-radio-waves-and-their-uses

Mesosphere
The mesosphere (literally middle sphere) is the third highest layer in our atmosphere,
occupying the region 50 km to 80 km above the surface of the Earth, above
the troposphere and stratosphere, and below the thermosphere. It is separated from the stratosphere by the stratopause and from the thermosphere by the mesopause.
Temperatures in the mesosphere drop with increasing altitude to about -100�C. The mesosphere is the coldest of the atmospheric layers. In fact it is colder then Antarctica's lowest recorded temperature. It is cold enough to freeze water vapor into ice
clouds. You can see these clouds if sunlight hits them after sunset.
They are called Noctilucent Clouds (NLC). NLCs are most readily visible
when the Sun is from 4 to 16 degrees below the horizon.
The mesosphere is also the layer in which a lot of meteors burn up
while entering the Earth's atmosphere. From the Earth they are seen
as shooting stars.
Although carbon dioxide heats up the bottom layers of the atmosphere by absorption of infrared radiation, carbon dioxide emits infrared radiation in the mesosphere, of which half escapes the Earth's
atmosphere. This loss of energy causes a decreasing temperature.
Google search word Mesosphere to find more info on the web.
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Boats loose amid Hudson River ice jams, cruise ship strikes bridge
•

Report copied from The Post Star News Glens Falls/Saratoga NY & Associated Press -- Jan 25, 2019
(https://www.facebook.com/ThePostStar)
An unoccupied Hudson River cruise ship broke loose from its moorings amid rising water
and ice jams, floated slowly downriver and jammed under a rail bridge in Albany. The fourdeck Captain JP III cruise ship was among several vessels that drifted from Troy downriver
toward Albany early Friday morning, temporarily closing five vehicle bridges during rush
hour and snarling traffic. MORE INSIDE: PAGE A2 courtesy State Police. https://youtu.be/
f1naXq6_b9g Video showing another rogue barge just barely scrapping through follower by
the cruise ship.

Also: REPORTED ON THE ACCUEATHER AND WEATHER.COM
WEB SITES. At least eight boats were dislodged by heavy ice floes on the Hudson River on Jan. 25. Watch as these boats in
Albany, New York collide with this bridge captured by drone. https://www.accuweather.com/en/videos/drone-shows-multipledislodged-boats-collide-with-bridge/0xnmq1ade6rk-jm31krn75fhdw-tfiik
ALSO: https://weather.com/storms/winter/video/winter-storm-riley-causes-runaway-barges-on-hudson-river-in-new-york Barges
with construction equipment and goods broke free on the Hudson River in Friday’s storm as well. As you can see from the link,
visibility was very poor (ed note: the reason I have no pictures yet. AB1CH) but the barges all had GPS links and were easily captured by tug boats and secured or returned to their proper locations. These barges were further south on the Hudson River and being
used for the new Mario Como Bridge which is the new bridge replacing the Tappan zee Bridge.

Some Attendees of the
Green Mountain Wireless’
2019 Technician Class
Learning from Bob, KD1YC’s Radio wave Machine Demonstration
(Please see photo page #1) ed: AB1CH
Photo Curtesy of Frank W1AD

***FROM PAGE #3 ---- Et al. is an abbreviation for et alia (neuter plural). But it can also be an abbreviation for et alii (masculine
plural), or et aliae (feminine plural). This phrase means “and others.” ... Et al. indicates that two or more other authors collaborated in the work. ...AGH!!!! What Does Et Al. Mean? | Grammarly https://www.grammarly.com/blog/et-al/
PS: As an aside and tip from Marketing 101: You want a tidbit to draw your reader into the publication where they might find
some morsel of information or if we had advertisers...you get the picture! Have a fun day Ed: Ann Mary AB1CH
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UPCOMMING CONTESTS
Feb11-15 School Club Roundup
Feb16-17 International DX – CW
March 2-3
International DX– Phone
April 14
Rookie Roundup – Phone
June 2019
8-10 June VHF 5 Kids Day
22-23 Field Day
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Mark Your Calendar ~Nets:

Every Monday:
Zone #3 VT RACES Net, 444.550 (+pl 110.9) 6:30 pm
gmws/ares Net, 147.045, 7:30 pm
GMWS/W1AD 10M NET 28.333 8PM(Bands permitting

Every day:

Vermont phone traffic net, 3857 MHz, 7:30 pm
VT/NH Traffic net, 3539, 7:00 pm
New England Phone Net, 3955 6:30 am

July 13-14 IARU HF World Championship
This is not a complete list Check QRZ and other
web sites too

Every Sunday:

Do you have a special topic or
interest you’d like to see in Key

Upcoming VE Sessions:

Klicks Contact Ed:
AnnMaryR802@gmail.org.
Contact any club officer with ideas
for meeting presentations

GMWS VE Session MAR 18, 2019 @

Many Thanks To Our CONTRIBUTORS!!
Frank, W1AD; Bob, KD1YC; Jeff, N1YTY; Caid, W1CX;
Forest, N1BBQ;

Vermont phone emergency net, 3976, 8:00 Am
acara roundtable 147.36 (100 Hz) 8:00 pm
(all times are local)
Burlington area ve ralph kd1r 802-878-6454
GMWS contact tim wa1vt … timabraham@gmail.com

CAP, Rutland Airport, N Clarendon VT 05759
Contact tim wa1vt -- timabraham@gmail.com or
Forest N1BBQ -- TechieForest@gmail.com
NEXT REGULAR GMWS MEETING :
TUESDAY FEB 12 @ 7:00PM NEIGHBORWORKS, 110 MARBLE ST, W RUTLAND VT 05777 TALK-IN 147.045 T -`100
https://m.facebook.com/W1GMW-Green-Mountain-WirelessSociety-741253585940162/

PO BOX 84
Rutland VT 05702

KEY KLICK’s: The Monthly Publication of the GREEN MOUNTAIN WIRELESS SOCIETY FEBRUARY 2019
ON FACEBOOK https://m.facebook.com/W1GMW-Green-Mountain-Wireless-Society-741253585940162/ On the Web at: www.gmws.net

